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ABSTRACT 
The authors generalize the classical interpolation formula for Boolean functions of 
n variables. A characterization of aU interpolating systems with 2" elements is 
obtained. The methods of proof used are intimately related to the solution of linear 
Boolean equations. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The term "linear Boolean equation" has been given two different mean- 
ings. 
The first one coincides with the classical concept of linear equation as 
applied to the ring structure of a Boolean algebra. In particular, systems of 
linear Boolean-ring equations have been studied by Parker and Bemstein [2]; 
see also [3, Chapter 6, ~3]. 
The second meaning of linearity in Boolean algebra is suggested by a 
simple analogy and is due to Lowenheim [1]. Let (B,V,. , ' ,0,1) be an 
arbitrary Boolean algebra, where V, -, ', 0 and 1 denote disjunction, conjunc- 
tion, negation, and the first and last elements, respectively; iterated isjunc- 
tion and conjunction will be denoted by V and FI. Lowenheim studied 
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systems of equations of the form 
111 
V aijxl = bi (i = 1 . . . . .  m) ,  
j= l  
for which he established the essentials of a theory similar to linear algebra. 
One of us has followed this line of research [3-5], and in the present paper we 
complete the investigation of linear systems with unique solutions. 
We first recall the Muller-Lowenheim verification theorem, which states 
that if gi, hi: By -~ B (i = 1 . . . . .  rn) are Boolean flmetions, then the system of 
relations 
g i (x ,  . . . . .  xv )P ih i (x ,  . . . . .  xv)  (i = 1 . . . . .  m)  
(where each Pi is = or ~< ) holds identically in B if and only if it is valid in the 
subalgebra {0,1} of B (see e.g. [3, Theorem 2.13]). 
Let B be a Boolean algebra and n a positive integer, both arbitrary but 
fixed in the sequel. 
In this section we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a system 
of linear Boolean equations 
~t a i jx  j = bi (i = 1 . . . . .  m)  (1) 
1=1 
to have a unique solution for a given (b l . . . . .  bm) ~ B"  (Theorem 1) and for 
each (b I . . . . .  b,,) ~ B m (Theorem 2). 
In the Section II we apply these results to obtain a generalization of the 
interpolation formula for Boolean hmctions f :  B" --* B, where by a Boolean 
flmction we mean one built up from variables and constants by superpositions 
of disjunction, conjunction, and negation; ef. [3]. 
A vector (x 1 .. . . .  x , )~B"  is called: orthogonal ff x ix j=O for i~  j, 
normal if Vi"=lx i = 1, and orthonorrr~l ff it is both orthogonal and normal. A 
Boolean matrix is said to be: row or column orthogonal (normal, orthorunw~l) 
according as every row or every column is orthogonal (normal, orthonormal), 
and orthogonal (normal, orthonormal) if it is both row and column orthogonal 
(normal, orthonormal). It is known (see e.g. Theorem 7.5 in [3]) that if a 
square matrix is row normal and column orthogonal or row orthogonal and 
column normal, then that matrix is orthonormal. 
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We recall that if c 1 ... .  ,c., x 1 . . . . .  x .  ~ B and (x l . . . . .  x . )  is orthonormal, 
then 
( :¢c,x,),= 
j=l i=1 
A system of linear Boolean equations 
~/ aijx i = b i 
j= l  
( i=1  . . . . .  m)  (1) 
is consistent if and only if 
[ /  m 
b '~ ylai~l~(a'hiVbh).= = (i = 1 . . . . .  m)  (2) 
([1]; see also [3, Theorem 7.6]), in which case the set of solutions is given by 
b, a;k (a;kVx ) 
i=1  = k= j+ l  
~<x,~< f l  (a;jVb,) 
i=1  
( j=n ,n -1  . . . . .  1), 
(a) 
as was proved in [4]. More precisely, every sequence x. ,  X._l  . . . . .  x 1 con- 
structed recttrsively so as to htlfil (3) is a solution of (1), and conversely, every 
solution of (1) can be obtained in this way. 
Now let Ilaqll be an m × n Boolean matrix, and regard (1) as a system of 
equations in which b 1 . . . . .  b,. are parameters. If the system (1) is consistent for 
every (b 1 ..... bm)~ B m, then m ~< n [5, Proposition 1]. For m = n the follow- 
ing stronger esult holds [5, Theorem 1]: 
(i) The system (1) is consistent for every (b x ..... bm)~ B m if and only if 
the matrix Ilaql I is orthonormal. 
(ii) When this is the case, for each (b x ..... bm)~ B m the unique solution 
of (1) is 
x i= f i  (a 'qVb,)  ( j= l  . . . . .  n) .  (4) 
i=1  
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Now we determine systems (1) with tmique solutions in the case of 
arbitrary dimensions m, n. 
TH~.Oemm 1. Let  I l a j  be an n x n matrix and (bl)  an m-vector over B. 
(i) The system (1) has a unique solution i f  and only i f  
V lb i  1-I a;kl l - I  ' ahkb'h = (a : jVb , )  
i k= l  ]k=j+ l  1 i=1 
( j= l  ..... n). 
(5) 
(ii) When this is the case, the unique solution is (4). 
Proof. (ii): Suppose (X 1 . . . . .  Xn) is the unique solution of the system (1) 
but x j~I - l im l (a ' i jVb i )  for some jE  {1 ..... n}. As x , , . . . , x  1 fulfil (3), it 
follows that x j < l-liml(a'ijVb~) = yj; hence x . . . . . .  x j+ l, y j still verify the 
corresponding inequalities (3), and we can determine successively yj 1 . . . . .  Yl 
so that x . . . . . .  x j+ 1 fulfil all of the inequalities (3), obtaining thus a solution 
(Yl . . . . .  yj, xi+ 1 .. . . .  xn) of (1) distinct from (x 1 ..... xn). This contradiction 
proves that the relations (4) hold. 
(i): Note first that the conditions (5) are obtained from (3) by performing 
the substitution (4) and by replacing each sign ~< with =. Now suppose that 
the system (1) has a unique solution. Then the solution is necessarily (4) by 
(ii), and it fulfils the corresponding conditions (3). Thus alj and b i fulfil the 
conditions obtained from (3) by the substitution (4); moreover, each of the 
inequalities obtained in this way is in fact an equality: otherwise we could 
obtain a solution of (1) distinct from (4) by a construction similar to the one 
used in the above proof of (ii). We have thus established the validity of (5). 
Conversely, suppose the conditions (5) hold. This shows that the vector 
given by (4) fulfils (3); hence it is a solution of (1). Now let (x 1 ..... xn) be an 
arbitrary solution of (1). Then 
n--1 lm I
b, F I  ' -< aik ..~ X n ~ 
i= l  k=l  i=1  
by the last inequality (3), while 
n-1  
b, I-I a;k ; (a',nVb,) 
i= I  k= l  i= I  
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X m m t by the last equality (5); hence , - l - l i=t (a i ,Vb i ) .  Now suppose that the 
relations (4) hold for n, n - 1 ... . .  j + 1. It follows that the left side of the jth 
inequality (3) coincides with the left side of the jth equality (5), so that, 
reasoning as above, we deduce easily that xj--1-Ii~l(a't/Vbi). We have thus 
proved that the conditions (4) hold for all j, i.e., the unique solution is (4). • 
TI-IEOI~M 2. The following conditions are equivalent for an m × n 
matrix Ilaijll over B: 
(i) The system (1) has a unique solution for each (b x ... . .  bm) ~ B. 
(ii) For every M c_ { 1 ... . .  m ), 
(J-kI~ll ) =FIj+ ( kVhy M ) V alk a', ahk = I-I a; i iE~ k 1 i~M ( j - -1 ..... n), (8) 
where M --- {1 .... .  m } \ M. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1 that condition (i) is equivalent to the 
fact that the relations (5) hold for every (b x .... ,bm)~ B"; in view of the 
Miiller-I.6wenheim verification theorem, the latter property is equivalent to 
the fact that the relations (5) hold for every (b 1 ... . .  bin) ~ {0,1}", and this is 
precisely condition (ii). • 
COnOLL~aY 1. Let Ila~tll be an m × n matrix over B such that the system 
(1) has a unique solution for every (b 1 .. . . .  bm) ~ B". Then: 
(i) The matrix is column normal. 
(ii) If, moreover, the matrix is row orthogona/, then m = n and the matrix 
is orthonormal. 
Proof. (i): Taking M = { 1 ... . .  n } in the conditions (6), we obtain 
m 
0 -- 1[-[ a ; i  ( j = 1 . . . . .  n ) .  
j -1  
(ii): Column normality and row orthogonality imply m >1 n by Lemma 3 of 
[5] applied to the transpose of Ila~j[I, while m ~< n follows by Proposition 1 
from [5]. Thus m- -n ,  and hence the matrix is orthonormal by a known 
theorem (see e.g. [3, Theorem 7.5]). 
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COROLLARY 2. A square Boolean matrix Ila~jll/s orthonormal i f  ancl only 
i f  it ful f i ls  the conditions (6) with m = n. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1 from [5] and Theorem 2. • 
II. INTERPOLATING SYSTEMS 
In the sequel we apply the foregoing results to the study of Boolean 
functions, much in the same line as in [5]. In that paper a linear generator 
(linear base or system o f  generalized minterms) for Boolean functions of n 
variables was defined as a system (fi) i=l ...... of Boolean functions-fi: B" --, B 
(i -- 1 . . . . .  m) such that every Boolean function f :  B" ~ B can be written in 
the form 
f=  q~V'"Vc . ,£ , ,  (r) 
where c 1 . . . . .  c m are constants from B (uniquely) determined by f. Every 
linear generator has at least 2" functions and for m = 2" linear generators 
coincide with linear bases and have been described by several equivalent 
conditions in Theorem 2 of [5]. 
One of these linear bases is, of course, the classical system of minterms 
XA=x'~ ' • • • X.'~", A=(a ,  . . . . .  a . )~  (0, 1 ) " , (8) 
where x 1= x and x °= x'. The formula (8) establishes, in fact, a bijection 
between the 2 n minterms X a and the vectors A ~ {0, 1} n. As is well known, 
in this case the coefficients c~ in (7) are determined by 
cA= f (  A ), A ~ (0 ,1}" ;  (9) 
in other words, for every possible choice of the vector  (CA) A ~ {0,1}n there is a 
unique Boolean flmction f satisfying (9). 
This property suggests the following 
DEFINITION. A set 
of m vectors 
E= {E ,} ,= I  ....... (10) 
X~ = (~,i . . . . .  ~in) ( i  = 1 . . . . .  m)  (11) 
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from B n will be called an interpolating system of points for Boolean functions 
of n variables, provided every function g: E ~ B can be uniquely extended to 
a Boolean function f:  B" ---, B. 
In the sequel we generalize (8) by establishing a bijection between 
generalized systems of 2" minterms and interpolating systems of points 
(Theorem 3). Then we obtain the corresponding generalization of (9). This 
yields, via (7), an explicit construction of the Boolean function having 
prescribed values on a given interpolating system of points (the Corollary of 
Theorem 3). 
Recall first [5, Theorem 2] that a system (f/)i= 1...2" is a linear generator 
or, equivalently, a linear base, if and only if the 2 n X 2" Boolean matrix 
II f~(A)II,= 1,...,20;a ~ c0.x) o (12) 
is orthonorrnal. This holds if and only if the functions fi are of the form 
f//(x 1 . . . . .  Xn)= f i  (x j+~i / )  ( i=1  .... .  2"), 
i=1 
(13) 
where x + g = xg'Vx'g and the vectors (11) are such that the vectors 
, ~,A (E# . . . . .  ~,,) (A~ {0,1} n) (14) 
are orthogonal (or, equivalently, normal; or, equivalently, orthonormal). 
LEMMA. The following conditions are equivalent for a set (10) of  vectors 
#om B": 
(i) { E i )i=l ...... is an interpolating system; 
(ii) m = 2" and the vectors (14) are orthogonal; 
(iii) m = 2" and the vectors (14) are normal; 
(iv) m = 2" and the vectors (14) are orthononnal. 
Proof. 
for each (b 1 ..... bm) ~ B m, the system of equations 
or, equivalently, 
The condition for the set (10) to be an interpolating system is that 
V f (A)E~ = b, (i = 1 ... . .  m) (15) 
A ~ {0,1}" 
f (E,)  = b, ( i - -1 .... ,m) 
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have a unique solution { f (A)} A e {0.U"" Note that (15) is a system of the form 
(1), with the row orthonormal m × 2n matrix of coefficients 
NA 
I1=-~ Ili=l ....... ;A~ {0,1} n" (16) 
Now suppose (i). Then Corollary 1 of Theorem 2 shows that m = 2". It 
follows by Theorem 1 of [5] that the coefficient matrix (16) of the system (15) 
is orthonormal. Further define 2n fimctions fi by (13). Then 
fi(A') --A--. ( i= l  ..... 2"; A~ {0,1} n); (17) 
hence the matrix (12) is obtained from the orthonormal matrix (16), where 
m = 2n, by a column permutation; therefore the matrix (12) itself is orthonor- 
mal. Thus conditions (ii)-(iv) are fulfilled, by Theorem 2 of [5]. 
Conversely, suppose the vectors .E i fulfil one of the conditions (ii)-(iv). 
Again define the functions fi by (13). Then Theorem 2 of [5] shows that all 
the conditions (ii)-(iv) are fulfilled and, besides, the matrix (12) is orthonor- 
mal. It follews by Theorem 1 of [5] that the system (15) has a unique solution 
for each (b l . . . . .  b2.) ~ B2"; therefore (i) holds. [] 
THEOREM 3. There is a bijection between interpolating systems of points 
and systems of 2 n generalized minterms, given by 
fi(X) = f i  (xi + ~i1) ( i  = 1 . . . . .  2 '~) (13)  
1=1 
and 
~i j=V( f i (A ' ) lA~ {0,1} n&a j= l )  (i, j= l , . . . ,2n) .  (18) 
Proof. If (10) is an interpolating system, then m = 2 n and the vectors 
(14) are orthonormal by the Lemma; hence the functions fi defined by (13) 
form a system of generalized minterms by Theorem 2 of [5]. Thus (13) defines 
a mapping from interpolating systems to linear bases having 2 n elements. To 
complete the proof, we show that every 2n-element linear base is of the form 
(13), where the vectors "-i (i = 1 . . . . .  2 n) form an interpolating system and are 
uniquely determined by (18). 
But every system of 2 n generalized minterms i  actually of the form (13), 
with orthonormal vectors (14), again by Theorem 2 of [5]. It follows by the 
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Lemma that {-i }i=L..,2" is an interpolating system. On the other hand, (13) 
implies (17); hence 
V(f~(A')IA ~ (0,1}" & a i= 1) = V( "--AIA ~ (0,1}" & ai= 1) 
=~i iV(c Ic~ (O ,1)n -1)=~i j  • 
Thus if ('~i)i=l,...,m is an interpolating system, Corollary 1 of Theorem 2 
shows that m = 2". Now Theorem 1 of [5] shows that the matrix (16) of 
coefficients of the system (15) is orthonormal. Defining the functions f~ 
(i = 1 ... . .  2") by the formulas (10), it follows from (13) that the matrix 
Ilfi(A)ll is also orthonormal; therefore conditions (i)-(iii) in the statement of 
Theorem 3 are equivalent and are fulfilled by the vectors ~-i (i = 1 ... . .  2"), in 
view of Theorem 2 of [5]. 
Conversely, suppose the vectors -i  (i = 1 ... . .  2") fulfil one of the condi- 
tions (i)-(iii). As the matrix (16) is row orthonormal, Theorem 7.5 of [3] 
implies that - is orthonormal; hence Theorem 1 of [5] shows that the system 
(15) has a unique solution for each (b 1 ... . .  b2, ) ~ B ~". Therefore (-i)i~L...2n 
is an interpolating system. II 
CoxaoLi_~,rtY 2. Let (--~)i=L ..2" be an interpolating system. For every 
Boolean function land every point X ~ B", 
2 n 
f (X )  = V f(~',) V EAXA. (17) 
i ~ 1 A ~ (0 ,1 )  n 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1, the unique solution of the system 
V f (A)E ia=f ( - , )  ( i=1  .... .  2") ( is) 
A ~ (0,1}" 
for the unknowns f(A) is 
2 n 
= 1-I vJ'(z,)] 
i= l  
2n ) t 2 n 
= Vxf ' (z ,  lz,  =Vf( ' , ) '2, .= 
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where in the last step we have taken into account the orthonormal i ty of the 
(--a It follows that vectors " 'i )i= 1 ..... 2". 
f(x)= V f(a)x-*' 
A ~ {O, l}"  
.2 , t  
V V f¢z,)z?x-" 
A~- {0,1}" i= l  
n 
V V f(-~,)-~x A
i = 1 A ~ {0, l}" 
2" 
V f(z,) V z;'x A 
i = l A E {o,l ,," 
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